
Oh, sweet one I come to you this morning, I was ever so waiting for you to visit.  

Is this Sepa yes of course astral hug from me, you are on learning how to work with the aura, see my 

skin, there 

 It is almost a luminous quality as I look her, light blue or milky white, so for like a plasma powder if I am 

describing it correctly.  

I am seeing in a vision lately to have people come and do healing work, yes dear not now but in the 

future, we are going to give you a sort of taste test. As you say 

You see my lovely, how you are changing the lives of so many that you touch you are spreading joy and 

love, yes but I am working through the spirit from the supreme being. Combined efforts my dear, we all 

come in and out to guide you and assist you and others on your journey.  

Honestly, I never thought it would be as easy as this Sepa 

Just closing my eyes and connecting,  

She giggles, that is only now you have done your work, we commend you for the work you have 

performed thus far, you are only beginning your journey, my love this THIS is only the beginning you are 

breaking new ground only the ground is golden, you are creating a new structure every day.  

Sepa, you know my struggle yes 

Yes, to hold this connection this space when others are in your attention in the third dimensional reality,  

Yes, correct when I am on the phone working with people, I can do it easy peezy, but when they are 

here able to enter my space, sweet one, it is all okay, do you best there is not a need to rush 

You want to play now 

Yes 

Immediately I know this is about plasma, Sepa is next to me her index finger is on my right forearm  

Sepa - now merge slowly into the body like this, and find a vein, immediately feel the love spread 

throughout the plasma, bringing it to all areas of the body 

Receive the new information through the plasma 

I see your home, yes dear, I cherish this planet of which I live you are connecting through me now, 

everything is luminescent yes dear, just let this fill your body. Lynx will respect you, not to worry  

Let that filter into your skin and into your body, 

 I feel the difference,  

Yes, do you see the white in your aura, yes it feels like the second or third auric layer, yes that is correct.  

What does that represent,  

There is information in that layer,  



Like code 

How about information, it is consciousness all to its own.  

I can see the aura of the mountain, yes dear one that is so 

That is why I had you open your eyes, you are connected to that mountain, it holds space for you, the 

two of you give and receive information constantly, she chuckles, yes  

T why do you think you sit where you do, I could sit here all day, yes, she chuckles.  

Well, Sepa this has been a pleasure sweetie, the pleasure is mine,  

Love to you 


